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Virtual Organizations (VOs) represent a new collaboration paradigm in which the participating entities pool
resources, services, and information to achieve a common goal. VOs represent an interesting approach for
companies to achieve new and profitable business opportunities by being able to dynamically partner with
others. Thus, choosing the appropriate VOpartners is a crucial aspect. Ensuring trustworthiness of themembers is
also fundamental for making the best decisions. In this paper, we show how trust negotiation represents an
effective means to select the best possible members during different stages in the VO lifecycle. We base our
discussion on concrete application scenarios and illustrate the tools created by us that integrate trust negotiation
with a VO Management toolkit.
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1. Introduction

The evolution of Internet technology has promoted collaborations
between different organizations. The Web 2.0 embracing new collab-
orative applications, indicates a new “social” approach togeneratingand
distributing Web content, characterized by open communication,
decentralization of authority, and freedom to share and re-use. The
formation of dynamic coalitions aiming at sharing services can benefit
fromSemanticWeb technologies to facilitate cooperation across entities
and peers that use different platforms and systems. Also, VO members,
by taking advantage of Semantic Web languages, can easily integrate
and share data.

In such context, Virtual Organizations (VOs) represent an important
collaboration paradigm allowing the participating entities (enterprises
or individuals) to pool resources, services, and information to achieve
common business goals. VOs are often created on demand and
dynamically evolve over time. A VO is typically initiated by one or
more organizations, also in charge of establishing collaboration policies
through formally specified collaboration contracts. Additional members
are then added to the initial VO, depending on the VO's goal and
evolution. Because VO's members may have to share, combine and
integrate sensitive information, trustworthiness of the members is
fundamental. Especially in the context of Semantic Web applications,
data integration must occur from data provided by trusted entities,
which trustworthiness can be verified upon VO formation.

Forming a trusted VO presents significant challenges, due to the
heterogeneous nature of the VO participants, the lack of standardized
trust establishment approaches and the VO constraints themselves,
related to location, timeliness etc.

An effective approach to verify trustworthiness is based on trust
negotiation (TN) protocols [9,15,16,21] which establish trust through
the exchange and verification of parties' credentials.

These credentials typically encode properties, of different natures,
that are deemed relevant by the VO in order to establish trust. TN
protocols represent an effective means to bootstrap and manage trust
relationships in dynamic VOs. Trust negotiations help in determining
and verifying with a relatively small number of messages the
properties, the history and, if needed, the reputation of VO's members.
Further, by disclosing credentials, parties can learn about the
capabilities of other members, or potential members, and establish
whether or not they can provide the services needed for the success of
the VO.

In this paper, we claim that semantic TN protocols can help in
solving many issues related to trust management across VOmembers.
In order to enable parties to establish trust within the context of VOs,
we provide an integrated tool for VO Management that provides
negotiation capabilities.

Specifically, we describe howwe have extended different stages of
the VO lifecycle by the introduction TN techniques. Our extended
lifecycle is supported by the integration of the Trust-X TN system
[15,16,21]. Trust-X is a lightweight TN tool offering a number of
negotiation strategies catering to different levels of confidentiality
that may be required by the negotiation parties. Additionally, Trust-X
relies on the use of ontologies, which provide a clear semantics of the
credentials employed during negotiations. The support of ontologies
is crucial to ensure unambigous communication among negotiating
parties, which in case of a VO may belong to different domains and
may not share the same credentials' language. Finally, Trust-X is well
of Virtual Organizations, Comput. Stand. Interfaces
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suited for short and efficient negotiations. Our discussion is based on
an application scenario in the area of business oriented VOs. We show
how the introduction of TN protocols does not result in significant
latency in the VO operations.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section we
briefly illustrate themain steps of the VO lifecycle. Section 3 presents a
running example that we will use in the paper for illustrative
purposes. In Section 4 we present the trust negotiation paradigm and
we discuss interesting aspects related to the semantics of trust
negotiation. We present the trust establishment protocols in VO in
Section 5, and describe the prototype integrating the TN in VO
systems in Section 6. Interesting integration issues are discussed in
Section 6.3. We present some relevant related work in Section 7, and
conclude the paper in Section 8.

2. Virtual Organization Lifecycle

In order to discuss the role of TN protocols in VO Management, we
summarize the main phases in a VO lifecycle. In the discussion we
assume that the entities interested in participating in the VO are
service providers (SP).

• Preparation for participation in the VO. This is a preliminary phase
and reflects the necessary steps that a SP has to take in order to
participate in the VO. SPs publish their resources' functionalities in a
public repository. The resources' description provides detailed
information about resources' capabilities, the resources' interaction
means and other information like the resource quality. This
information allows one to select a SP for inclusion in the VO.

• Identification. This phase is considered as the first major phase in the
VO lifecycle and starts when an organization, referred to as VO
Initiator, identifies a business goal and thus defines a contract to
fulfill it. The contract states the roles and the requirements that each
member has to fulfill in order to be part of the VO. In addition, the
contract specifies the collaboration rules the VO members have to
follow to reach the business goal.

• Formation. The VO Initiator queries public repositories to retrieve
the information published during the Preparation phase. The
Initiator uses such information to select a set of potential VO
members that match the contract's requirements. The VO Initiator
then sends them an invitation to join the VO containing the terms of
the contract they have to fulfill. If they accept the invitation, they
become members of the VO. Each member will have an associated
reputation, established on the basis of past transactions and updated
as it interacts with members of the VO.

• Operation. Once the VO is set up, its members cooperate according to
the collaboration rules specified in the contract. The operation phase
has several critical security issues. VO members may exploit their
privileges and misuse the resources available, gather information
about other enterprises for personal gain or fail to fulfill the contract
rules, and even take advantage of the resources made available to
perpetrate crimes. All the interactions must be monitored, ruled by
security policies and any violation must be notified. Reputation of
the members is updated accordingly based on the result of the
operations, the quality of the service granted and so forth. If a VO
member violates the contract, it can either be replaced or it can be
punished; for example its reputation can be negatively modified.

• Dissolution. This phase takes place when the objectives of the VO
have been fulfilled. The VO structure is dissolved and final
operations are performed to nullify all contractual binding of the
VO's members.

3. Running example

An aircraft company is a prime contractor for an aerospace project
developing a civil aircraft. Due to environmental regulations and rising
Please cite this article as: A.C. Squicciarini, et al., Trust establishment i
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fuel costs the aircraft must have low emissions and efficient fuel
consumption. Tomeet this requirement the prime contractor decides to
create a VO of smaller companies that provide services offering the
required design/analysis capabilities. The VO is formed by the following
members: a) the aircraft company that initiates the Aircraft Optimiza-
tion process; b) an aerospace company that provides an engineering
web portal (Design PartnerWeb Portal) that hosts an industry-standard
product design database; c) a scientific/engineering consultancy that
has developed an advanced optimization capability specifically for
aerospace designwork (DesignOptimization Partner Service); d) aHigh
Performance Computing Service provider (HPC Partner Service) to
perform numerical simulations; and e) a storage provider (Storage
Partner Service) for storing industrial engineering analysis data. Fig. 1
shows the interactions among the VO members during the operational
phase of the VO. The dashed lines represent the TN protocols
interleaving with the VO formation phase (arrow 0) and operation
phase (arrow 3a).

The Aircraft Company's engineer selects a wing design by the
Design Web Portal. The engineer decides to optimize the design. The
Design Optimization Partner Service is first activated and then
accesses the design-optimization control file from the Design Partner
Web Portal. The file is sent to the HPC Partner Service which computes
a new wing profile and computes a flow solution, generating new
wing lift and drag values which are stored at the storage provider
service. This data is then used to compute a revised design. Note that
these steps (Steps 5 and 6) are executed repeatedly until the target
result is achieved.

4. Trust negotiations and the Trust-X system

Trust negotiation (TN) is an authorization mechanism for open
systems, in which interactions occur among parties that may be
unknown to each other [9,13,15,21]. The goal of TN protocols is to
enable parties to establish some level of mutual trust to exchange
sensitive information and/or resources.

In this section we present the TN features by means of Trust-X
[16], a comprehensive XML-based framework for trust negotiations
specifically conceived for peer-to-peer environments. We first
give an overview of X-TNL, the negotiation language supported by
Trust-X. Subsequently, we discuss how we have enriched Trust-X
with ontologies, so as to provide an expressive language supporting
policies at different levels of granularity and enabling different VO
parties to negotiate despite their possible usage of different credentials
and policy languages. Finally, we provide an overview of Trust-X
negotiation protocol.

4.1. Trust-X language

X-TNL is the XML-based language developed to specify information
required to carry on trust negotiations, namely credentials and
disclosure policies. X-TNL credentials are the means to convey
information about the profile of the parties involved in the negotiation.
A credential is a set of identity attributes of a party issuedby a Credential
Authority (CA). All credentials associated with a party are collected into
a unique XML document, referred to as X-Profile. The disclosure policies
state the conditions under which a resource or a credential can be
released during a negotiation. Conditions are expressed as constraints
on the attribute credentials owned by the parties involved in the
negotiation. Each party adopts its own Trust-X set of disclosure policies
to regulate release of local information (that is, credentials or policies)
and access to services.

Like credentials, disclosure policies are encoded using XML.
Regardless of the specific implementation, disclosure policies can be
modeled as logic rules. Two building blocks for specifying disclosure
policies are terms and R-Terms. A term is an expression of form P(C)
where P is a credential type and C is a (possibly empty) list of conditions
n the formation of Virtual Organizations, Comput. Stand. Interfaces
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on the attributes encoded in credentials of type P. The credential type
P can be unspecified (and denoted by a variable), so to express con-
straints on the counterpart properties without specifying from which
types of credential such properties should be obtained from. Such an
approach gives the receiver of the policy the flexibility of choosing
which credentials to send as a proof of policy satisfiability. R-Terms are
expressions of the form ResName(attrset) where ResName denotes a
resource name whereas attrset denotes a set of attributes, specifying
relevant characteristics of the resource. Examples of resources are a
credential, a file or a Web service.

As such, disclosure policies can assume one of the following forms:

1) R←T1,T2,…,Tn,n≥1,whereT1,T2,…,Tn are termsandR is anR-Term
identifying the name of the target resource.

2) R← DELIV. A rule of this form is called delivery rule, meaning that
R can be delivered as is.

A disclosure policy is satisfied if the stated credentials are disclosed
to the policy sender and the policy conditions (if any) evaluated as
true, according to the specific credential content. A delivery rule
implies that the resource R is ready to be released, and no specific
requirement has to be satisfied.

Example 1. The following are examples of disclosure policies:

• VoMembership ← WebDesignerQuality
• QualityCertification ← AAACreditation.

The first policy states that in order to obtain the VO membership a
party has to prove that quality compliance with the Web Designer to
regulations. In order to give proof of the compliance to quality a party
has to prove that has an accreditation released by the American
Aircraft associations.

4.2. Trust-X negotiation process

Trust negotiation is the approach to establish a mutual trust
relationship between two parties that do not know each other and
Please cite this article as: A.C. Squicciarini, et al., Trust establishment i
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want to exchange on line resources or services. Trust is established
through an exchange of digital credentials. Such credentials are
identified during the negotiation process, within which each party
decides which credential is willing to disclose to the counterpart and
under which conditions.

In Trust-χ, the negotiation is performed in two main phases: the
policy evaluation phase and the credential exchange phase. The key
phase of a Trust-χ negotiation is the policy evaluation phase, which
consists of a bilateral and ordered policy exchange. The goal is to
determine a sequence of credentials, called trust sequence, satisfying
the disclosure policies of both parties.

During each interaction, one of the two parties sends a set of
disclosure policies to the other. The receiving party verifies whether
itsχ-Profile satisfies the conditions stated by the policies, andwhether
there are local policies regulating the disclosure of the credentials
requested by the policies sent by the other party. If this is the case, the
receiving party sends to the other party the disclosure policies
protecting the credentials requested by the other party. Otherwise,
the receiver informs the other party that it does not possess the
requested credentials. The counterpart then sends an alternative
policy, if any, or halts the process, if no other policies can be found. The
interplay goes on until one or more potential trust sequences are
determined, that is, whenever both parties determine one or more
sets of policies that can be satisfied for all the involved resources. To
maintain the progress of a negotiation and help detecting a potential
trust sequence a tree structure is used. The trust sequence is identified
by one tree view, where a view denotes a possible trust sequence that
can lead to the negotiation success. The view keeps track of which
terms may need to be disclosed to contribute to the success of the
negotiation, and of the correct order of certificate exchange. More
precisely, a negotiation tree is a labeled tree rooted at the resource
that initially started the negotiation. Each node corresponds to a term,
whereas edges correspond to policy rules. A negotiation tree is char-
acterized by two different kinds of edges: simple edges andmultiedges.
A simple edge denotes a policy having only one term on the left side
component of the rule. By contrast, a multiedge links several simple
n the formation of Virtual Organizations, Comput. Stand. Interfaces
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edges to represent policy rules having more than one term on their left
side component. Nodes belonging to amultiedge are thus considered as
a whole during the negotiation.

Example 2. Fig. 2 represents an example of negotiation tree. The tree
represents the negotiation between the Aerospace company that
requests the release of a VO Membership certificate to the Aircraft
company in the scenario of Section 3. The Aircraft company sends to
the Aerospace company a policy for the release of the membership.
The Aerospace company has to prove that meets the quality
compliance regulations to theWeb Designer. The Aerospace company,
in order to give proof of the compliance to quality, wants the Aircraft
company to prove that has an accreditation released by the American
Aircraft associations, or to disclose a recent balance sheet.

Once the parties have agreed on a trust sequence, the credential
exchange phase begins. Each party discloses its credentials, following the
order defined in the trust sequence, eventually retrieving those
credentials that are not immediately available through credentials
chains. Upon receiving a credential, the counterpart verifies the
satisfaction of the associated policies, checks for revocation and validity
dates, and authenticates the ownership (for credentials). The receiving
party then replieswith anacknowledgment, and asks for the subsequent
credential in the sequence, if any. Otherwise, a credential belonging to
the subsequent set of credentials in the trust sequence is sent. The
process ends with the disclosure of the requested resource or, if any
unforeseen event happens, an interruption. If the failure is related to
trust, for example a party uses a revoked certificate, the negotiation fails.
4.3. Ontologies in Trust-χ

Trust-χ, andmore in general TN systems, builds on the assumption
that parties are able to express trust requirements by means of
disclosure policies, and that in specifying such requests they are
aware of the credentials the counterpart could provide. Also, the
underlying assumption is that parties have a common understanding
of the type of credentials supported, and know their internal
structure. Finally, another underlying yet important assumption is
that credentials' semantics is clear and unambiguous.

In a VO setting, these assumptions may be too strong, due to the
dynamic and heterogeneous nature of the parties joining a VO. Such
parties may not be willing or able to express policies compliant with
the restrictive TN credentials' representation, but require instead to be
able to express a high level specification of such requests.

Ultimately, these assumptions are required due to the lack of a
clear semantics of credentials and in general of the trust negotiation
language. An interesting approach to address such issues is to employ
ontologies and/or dictionaries [10] when conducting trust negotia-
tions. In the context of the Semantic Web, ontologies provide a formal
specification of concepts and their interrelationships, and play an
Fig. 2. Simple example of negotiation tree.

Please cite this article as: A.C. Squicciarini, et al., Trust establishment i
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important role in complex Web services environments, semantics-
based search engines and digital libraries. Dictionaries have a more
limited scope, but they are similar to ontologies, in that they provide a
way to disambiguate similar names and assign a clear semantics to
these names. Within Trust-χ and VOs, semantic enrichment makes it
possible for TN parties:

• to express high level trust requirements;
• to map the trust requirement expressed by means of keywords onto
lower level credentials.

• to employ local naming schemas, without worrying about mapping
issues.

Trust-χ has thus been extended with a reasoning engine to fa-
cilitate its usage within VO. The engine relies on a reference ontology,
capturing the main concepts used by the negotiation parties. We
assume that each party maintains a local ontology and adds more
concepts to it as needed. Precisely, the parties maintain an ontology
modeling concepts and related instances in terms of credentials and
attributes in the domain of interest. Each concept in the ontology is
associated with the concept name, a set of attributes and credential
types names. 〈gender; Passport.gender; DrivingLicense.sex〉 is an ex-
ample of concept.

In this case, the concept known as gender can be implemented by
the attribute Passport.gender or the attribute DrivingLicense.sex. In
other words, a concept can be implemented by attributes of different
credentials or by different credentials.

Within the ontology, concepts are related by different relation-
ships, and hierarchically organized according to the conventional is_a
relationship. As such, if concept Ci is in a relation is_a with Ck, the
information conveyed by concept Ci can be used to infer information
conveyed by concept Ck. For instance, the concept Texas_Driver
License is_a Civilian_Driver License, since if an individual has a driver's
license issued in Texas, then he/she has a civilian license.

The use of the ontology enables policy specification by means of
list of concepts, and conditions (added within brackets at the end of
the policy) against the concepts of interest, if any.

The party receiving such policy can easily infer the intention of the
counterpart, and part of its business strategy. This is particularly the
case in the context of VOs, where parties are often companies related
by business contracts. To avoid full disclosure of such sensitive
information, onemay specify higher level policy conditions, expressed
at a conceptual level. Such concepts can then be mapped onto specific
credentials to be disclosed with the help of the reference ontology.
This approachwill free the negotiator from the burden of knowing the
credentials' syntax and it will help hiding specific information that the
business partner is trying to gather from the policy.

By expressing the policy through concepts, the VO party can avoid
having to request a specific Id type and, for example, verify that the
counterpart has an Intel issued card at run timewithout revealing that
this is the one kind needed. Additionally, it can ask for a generic
business list, rather than naming exactly the type of document needed
to satisfy the request of showing some business proof.

Moreover, an interesting issue to address while integrating TN
within VO is possible naming issues. The extension of Trust-χwith the
reasoning engine facilitates the interoperability among the negotia-
tion parties, by bridging the potential semantic gaps resulting from
the usage of different naming schemas.

4.3.1. Using ontologies within trust negotiations
Ontologies are used both when defining disclosure policies and

when interpreting a counterpart's policy. In the first case, the disclosure
policies' can be abstracted by executing a substitution operation of
sensitive credentials names into the associated concepts names, which
are more generic and disclose less information. The process can be
iterated so as to hide even more information, if the ancestor concept is
used.
n the formation of Virtual Organizations, Comput. Stand. Interfaces
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Regarding the second case, Algorithm 1 reports a simple algorithm
representing how disclosure policies are expressed by means of
concepts. Given a certain policy, expressed in terms of concepts and
related conditions over them, the algorithm first searches the required
concept in the local ontology. If the concept does not belong to the
ontology, a similar concept is determined in the local ontology, by using
the similarity matching algorithm (lines 20–29). Once the concept of
interest is identified, the algorithm determines the corresponding
credential tobe sent to the counterpart. In casemore thanonecredential
is available for the identified concept, the selection occurs based on the
credentials' ownership (obviously the credential must be readily
available) and its sensitivity. Sensitivity is by assumption represented
by means of a label associated with each credential, and it can be
determined efficiently in an automated fashion. The label takes values
from the set {low, medium high}. In order to identify the set of local
credentials corresponding to a certain sensitivity level, we employ the
functionCredCluster (lines 5),which clusters the credentials into groups,

Algorithm 1. Mapping algorithm

Require: Reference ontology 〈CSet,R〉, pol← C1,...,Ck, disclosure
policy to be locally satisfied.

1: for Ci, i ∈ [1, n] do
2: while Flag = false do
3: if Ci ∈ CSet then
4: Let Cred1, Credk be the credentials associated to Ci
5: LowCredCluster(Cred1,..., Credk, low)
6: if LowCredCluster ≠ ∅ then
7: Return Credj {Let Credj be a local credential ∈

LowCredCluster}
8: else
9: LowCredCluster(Cred1,...,Credk, med)

10: if MedCredCluster = ∅ then
11: return Credj {Let Credj be a local credential ∈

MedCredCluster}
12: HighCredCluster(Cred1,..., Credk, high)
13: if HighCredCluster = ∅ then
14: return Credj {Let Credj be a local credential ∈

HighCredCluster}
15: Flag=True
16: end if
17: end if
18: end if
19: else
20: Confidence=1;
21: for C′ ∈ Cset do
22: Sim = ComputeSimilarity(C′,Ci)
23: if Sim N Confidence then
24: Confidence=Sim
25: end if
26: end for
27: end if
28: end while
29: end for

according to their privacy label. In case the concept is not found in
the local ontology, the negotiator needs to identify the local concept
that better matches the required one (lines 20–29).

Semantic variations may in fact arise when attribute names or
categorical values are associated with different ontologies.

The negotiator, when receiving a request expressed by means of
concepts that are not included in the local ontologies can compute the
mapping according to amatching algorithm, and resolve the ambiguity.
In general, given ontologies O1 and O2, an ontologymatching algorithm
[1] takes O1 and O2 as input and returns a mappingMO1 ← O2 between
the two ontologies. The mapping MO1 ← O2 contains for each concept
Please cite this article as: A.C. Squicciarini, et al., Trust establishment i
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(node)Ci in ontologyO1 (O2) amatching conceptCj inO2 (O1) alongwith
a confidencemeasurem, that is, a value between 0 and 1, indicating the
similarity between the matched concepts. For our purposes, we require
only the matching value of the concept C appearing in the counterpart
policywith the concepts belonging to the ontologyO2. The conceptwith
higher similarity score is the one selected. This is achieved by taking C
and matching it with every concept in ontology O2. The matching
operation is executed according to the Jaccard coefficient [2], as
developed for the GLUE mapping tool, and is summarized by the
ComputeSimilarity function in Algorithm 1.

5. How to establish trust in a VO

We now elaborate on the integration of TN within the various
phases of the VO lifecycle. Then we show through an application
scenario examples of TN executed within a VO.

5.1. TN in the VO lifecycle

As sketched in Fig. 3, there are three main interaction points
between VOs and trust negotiations:

• Identification phase. The VO Initiator, in addition to what discussed
in Section 2, locally defines the disclosure policies to be used during
the TN with potential members. Policies are created for the specific
VO and in particular for the roles the VO potential memberswill play
in the VO. They can require for instance credentials certifying the
quality of service of the potential VO members, or tickets attesting
their participation to other VOs.

• Formation phase. The VO Initiator engages a TN with the potential
members accepting its invitation. The VO Initiator may engage
multiple negotiations for a same role, to ensure that the role will be
covered by at least one member (see Fig. 4). The potential members
may specify disclosure policies either beforehand or on the fly
before starting the TN. Examples of policies created in advance are
the ones protecting sensitive credentials, while transient policies
are specific to the VO. Disclosure policies of this kind may check the
VO Initiator affiliation, its external partners (if any), and other
possible VO properties that were not advertised. At the end of the
successful negotiation both negotiators can decidewhether or not to
proceed further. Note that unlike the conventional joining phase of a
VO, acceptance in TN is mutual: the potential member can decide to
join the VO based onwhat it learns about the VO Initiator and the VO
goal, that can in turn decide to choose or not that particular
organization to provide the service. If the VO Initiator decides to
assign the VO potential member to the role, it sends it a VO
membership certificate that the member can use to identify itself
during the operational phase. If a negotiation is not successful, the
VO Initiator removes the invited VO partner from the potential
partners list and looks for other potential members who have
received the invitation.

• Operational phase. TN protocols are also useful in case of long lasting
VOs, where credentials used for the VO formation may expire or be
revoked before the VO dissolution. As an example, consider a quality
of service certification which needs to be renewed on a yearly basis.
Moreover, in complex VOs, the VO's activities may not all be
described by a sequence of operations, and thus the operations' flow
may change as the VO evolves. In these cases the VO'smembers may
need additional information about partners' trustworthiness. This is
the case, for example, of VO formed in grid computing, which
involve very complex collaborations among themembers. Unlike TN
carried out during the formation phase, the result of a TN, in this
case is not a credential, but it is an authorization to execute the next
VO operations. A failed TN may compromise the VO lifecycle if the
missing trust was fundamental for the continuation of the VO
operations. Like the successful case, the failed TN may affect the
n the formation of Virtual Organizations, Comput. Stand. Interfaces
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parties' reputation. A TN is also executed in case of a VO member
replacement by following the same protocols of the formation phase
(third arrow of Fig. 3).

Examples of TN carried out in this scenario are:

• When receiving the invitation the Aerospace Company engages in a
TN with the Aircraft Company's engineer. It requests the release of a
VO membership certificate for that Aircraft Optimization VO. In a
nutshell:
- The Aircraft Company in order to release the VO membership
certificate requires a certification from the Aerospace Company
Fig. 4. TN between the VO Initiator and a VO p

Please cite this article as: A.C. Squicciarini, et al., Trust establishment i
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providing the Design Partner Web Portal. The required certificate
should prove that the design processes that can be activated
through the web portal are compliant with the UNI EN ISO 9000
regulations. The specified policy has the form VoMembership ←
WebDesignerQuality, {UNI EN ISO 9000}, that is, the Aircraft
Company will release the VO membership credential if the Web
Portal proves the quality compliance theWeb Designer regulations.

- The local trust negotiation agent of the Aerospace Company maps
the request into local credential Credential that is associated with
the concept expresses by the counterpart policy. Second, it asks
to verify the Aircraft Company accreditation released by the
otential member in the formation phase.

n the formation of Virtual Organizations, Comput. Stand. Interfaces
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American Aircraft associations. The policy sent to the Aircraft
Company's engineer is Certification()←AAAccreditation().

- Since it only collaborates with well-established companies, the
Aerospace Company also adds the following policy asking for
the most recent balance sheet issued by a known certification
company: Certification()←BalanceSheet.

- The Aircraft Company's engineer maps also the last request into a
corresponding low sensitive credential. Suppose that the Balance-
Sheet corresponds to the credential CertificationAuthorityCompany
(Issuer=BBB). Once credentials' mapping is completed by the
reasoning engine of the two Trust-X agents, the company provides
the required the credentials and so does the Aerospace company.
Credentials are successfully verified using credential issuers'
public keys.

- Aircraft Company decides to choose the Aerospace Company as
provider of the Design Web Portal and releases the membership
token to the Aerospace Company. Themembership token contains
the public key of the VO to be used for authentication in the VO.

• The design optimization partner needs additional information from
the design web portal to check that the ISO 002 certificate is still
valid, as a fewmonths are passed after theVO formation.Here, a TN is
executed to ensure that this certification is still valid. Additionally, as
the new certificate has some confidentiality requirements, some
additional policies will be involved. Specifically, the policy will be
satisfied upon disclosure of the requester of the same certification.
The requirements of the two parties are to prove the compliance
with privacy regulation. At the lower level, the policies to be satis-
fied are: Certification()←PrivacyRegulator() and PrivacyRegulator()←
PrivacyRegulator() in response to the Aircraft Company one.

• During the operational phase one of the members detects that the
reputationof theHPC service hasdecreaseddue to contract's violation.
This information is sent to theAircraft Company's engineer that selects
a new HPC service provider. The newmember is enrolled, using a TN.

6. System architecture and implementation

The core of the system architecture is the VO Management toolkit
which provides services and protocols for the VO lifecycle phases. In
order to support trust negotiations during the VO Formation and VO
Operation phases, we have integrated into the VO Management
toolkit a newWeb Service that implements TN protocols. In Fig. 5, we
report a graphic representation of the overall architecture. As shown,
the TN system is integrated as part of the VO Management tool, and
invoked as a web service when needed. Upon invoking the TN system,
the TN process is activated, and its additional services used according
Fig. 5. System a
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to the negotiation's evolvement. In what follows we describe the VO
Management tool and the TN Web service; we then describe how the
TN service has been integrated into the VO Management tool.

6.1. VO Management toolkit

The VO Management toolkit is a Web-based application, devel-
oped by SAP [12] in the TRUSTCOM European project [17], built over a
SOA [20] combining several Web services for managing VOs. The VO
Management toolkit has been written in Java and provides a unified
GUI supporting the administrator to easily handle all aspects of VO
Management. The toolkit is deployed as three distinct components:

• The Host Edition provides services such as member registration and
VO monitoring. It shows the active VO and the list of services that
are available for participating in a VO (this includes the ones that are
already in a VO plus the ones that are waiting for an invitation).

• The Initiator Edition allows one to create a VO. It provides the user
interface to all services required for managing a VO.

• The Member Edition allows the participation in a VO. It registers
itself in a Host, and allows members to configure properties and
send/receive e-mails.

Here, we shortly describe how the Initiator Edition implements the
discovery of the potential VO members and invites them to cover a
particular role in the VO. The Initiator Edition is equipped with a user
interface which displays all the potential members. Potential
members are identified based on the roles that they have registered
for. One or more members can be selected to play the roles to be
covered in the new VO. Invitations appear in the Mailbox of the new
potential members. The message contains the text entered in the
invitation screen.When all the members have accepted the invitation,
the “Role overview” screen shows the possible members that can be
assigned to each role by clicking the “Assign Member” button.

6.2. The TN service

The TN Web service supports the operations to carry on a TN
according to the standard, the strong suspicious, the suspicious and
the trusting negotiation strategies (Section 3). It has been developed
in Java, using the Tomcat Application Server, the Axis Soap Engine, and
Oracle version 10g. The TN Web service provides three different
operations, StartNegotiation, PolicyExchange and CredentialExchange,
each corresponding to one of the main phases of the negotiation
process.
rchitecture.
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StartNegotiation has, as input message, a StartNegotiationRequest,
that specifies the negotiation strategy selected by the party who invokes
the operation, the URL of the counter party in the negotiation process and
theparameters toconnect to theOracledatabase containing thedisclosure
policies and credentials of the invoker. StartNegotiation assigns a unique
id to the negotiation process and opens the connection with Oracle
database. The negotiation id is returned in the output message
StartNegotiationResponse. PolicyExchange checks if the database con-
tains disclosure policies protecting the credentials requested in the
counterpart's disclosure policies, which are listed in the message
PolicyExchangeRequest. If this is the case, they are inserted in the
responsemessagePolicyExchangeResponse. CredentialExchange receives
as input themessage CredentialExchangeRequest and verifies the validity
of the counterpart's credential contained in the message. Then, it selects
the next credential to be sent to the negotiation partner. The selected
credential is returned in the message CredentialExchangeResponse. The
tool supports an XML proprietary format to represent credential and
disclosure policies. In Example 1we showhow credentials and disclosure
policies can be represented in the proprietary XML format.

A client application has also been developed, ClientWS.java,
implementing the negotiation protocol by invoking the Web service's
operations. It provides a GUI, by means of which users specify the
parameters of the negotiation and enable them to monitor the
negotiation process.

Example 1. A credential consists of three main subelements: the
bheaderN, the bcontentN, and the bsignatureN elements. The bheaderN
includes information like the credential type (bcredTypeN element), the
issuer (b issuerN element), and the time frame validity of the credential
(bexpiration _DateN element). The bcontentN element contains all the
attributes that characterize the credential type. ThebsignatureN includes
the signature of the issuer on the whole credential encoded in base64.
Fig. 6 illustrates an example of credential “ISO 9000 Certified” that the
Airspace Company offering the Design Web Portal Service can provide
during a negotiation process with the Aircraft Company's engineer. The
credential “ISO 9000 Certified” is of type “ISO 9000 Certified” and has
been issued by INFN certification authority with validity from the 2009-
10-26T21:32:52 to the 2010-10-26T21:32:52. The credential “ISO 9000
Certified” has only one attribute called “QualityRegulation”specifies the
quality regulations towhich theDesignWebPortal Service is compliant.

A policy is defined essentially by three components: bresourceN,
bpropertiesN and type. The bresourceN element simply specifies the
credential protected by the disclosure policy (target attribute). The
bpropertiesN element specifies the conditions that the credential of the
other party should satisfy for the release of the credential. This element
Fig. 6. Example of creden
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has as many subelements, named bcertificateN, as the number of
conditions. The element bcertificateN has an attribute named “target-
CertType”, denoting the credential type on which the condition is
specified. Additional conditions to be evaluated on the credential
attributes are specified in the subelements bcertCondN. Such element
stores an Xpath expression on the credential denoted by “targetCert-
Type”. If no bcertCondN elements are specified, it means that the policy
applies to all the subjects qualifiedby “targetCertType”. Fig. 7 represents
the disclosure policy for the credential “ISO 9000 Certified” defined by
the Aereospace Company. The policy specifies that for disclosing the
“ISO 9000Certified” credential, the Aereospace Companywants that the
AirCraft Company presents an Aircraft Company accreditation creden-
tial released by the American Aircraft associations.
6.3. Integration

The integration of the TN Web service with the VO Management
toolkit was greatly simplified by the fact that both are implemented
using a SOA. Despite that, it was necessary to modify both tools in
order to integrate them.

The major integration issues we had to face were related to the
credentials and disclosure policies management, from their format to
their storage. Trust-X uses attribute credentials encoded in a
proprietary XML format; while the VO Management toolkit supports
X.509 [18] identity credentials to identify the VO members during the
VO operational phase. We thus upgraded the TNWeb service in order
to support both our XML proprietary format and the X.509 v2 format
for attribute certificates. Then, we modified the TN service code to
allow the VO Initiator to create at runtime the VO membership
credential: this is an X509 credential that is released to the VO
member when it is assigned a VO role. Once modified the TN Web
service's code we added it to the services already used to implement
the VO Management toolkit.

A drawback of using X509 v2 credentials is that only the standard
and trusting negotiation strategies can be adopted, because this
standard does not support partial hiding of the credential contents.
Weare investigating techniques toaddress this shortcomingof theX509
v2 certificates in order to support selective disclosure of attributes. This
would make it possible to support the suspicious and strong suspicious
negotiation strategies with such credential format. One solution would
be to substitute the attributes in clear with attributes whose content is
the hash value of the concatenation of attribute name and attribute
value. The signature could be computed over thewhole hashed content.
We are exploring the robustness and computational complexity of this
approach. Hence, it has not been included yet in our prototype.
tial in XML format.
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Moreover, as discussed in Section 4.3 in the context of VOs we
cannot assume that all the VO partners adopt the same naming system
to specify their credentials and disclosure policy attributes. Hence, we
have extended the Trust-X system with Jena [5] reasoning engine
supporting ontologies. We have used OWL [10] to create a common
ontology for the credential and disclosure policies attributes. Fig. 8
shows an extract of the OWL ontology for credential attributes.
Fig. 8. Sketch of the OWL ontology to m
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In order to take advantage of OWL, we have also extended the TN
service's PolicyExchange and CredentialExchange operations, so as to
enable policies and credentials representation using high level
concepts. When a VO partner sends to the counterpart, the ontology
representing his/her disclosure policies, the PolicyExchange matches
the concepts representing the attributes in the policy ontology with
the one representing the credentials of the receiving VO partner. If
there is no matching, the policy cannot be satisfied by the receiving
party. The credential Exchange operation adopts ontology matching
to verify that the credential sent by the counterpart matches the local
policy ontology. To implement the ontology matching functions, we
have used the Falcon-AO v 0.7 [3] API.

The VO Management toolkit adopts MySQL as storage support,
while the TN service uses Oracle. Compared to Oracle, MySQL has very
few features to support the storage of XML data and the execution of
XPath queries on them. However, we migrated from Oracle to MySQL
since during the integration we tried to minimize the VO toolkit
changes, when possible.
atch different credential formats.
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In order to allow the storing of the ontologies expressed in OWL
we have adopted the Core Protégé APIs [11] which allow one to store
ontologies in different formats such as XML Schema.

To finalize the integration we had to link the VO Initiator and VO
member editions web pages to allow the execution of TN related
operations, such as the specification of disclosure policies and the
negotiation process. We modified the code of the VO Initiator and the
VO member editions with the creation of the Java class which
generates (a) the jsp pages that allow one to define the disclosure
policies and (b) the jsp page that triggers the negotiation and allows
one to monitor it.

6.3.1. Experimental results
We present the results of our testing which consisted of timing the

execution of the join process. The tests have been executed on a
Pentium 4 PC with 2.00 GHz processor and with 512 MB of RAM,
under Microsoft Windows XP. The performance has been measured in
terms of CPU time (in milliseconds). Fig. 9 reports the experimental
results. All tests were based on the Aircraft Optimization VO scenario.
We measured the time of the airspace company offering a Design
Partner Web Portal for:

a) Executing the join along with the negotiation with the Aircraft
Company's. During the negotiation process the Airspace Company
to join the VO has to provide ISO 9000 Certified and American
Airspace Association Member certificates to the Aircraft Compa-
ny's engineer, that in turn, has to provide the certificates American
Aircraft AssociationMember and VOMembership, that proves that
the airspace company is eligible to join the VO (label Join with
trust negotiation).

b) Executing the join without the negotiation process (label Join).
c) Executing a TN (identical to the one in case (a)) from the standalone

TNWeb Service (label trust negotiation).

The time of the join process before the integration with the TN
Web service (test b) is around 3 s while the time of the join process
with TN (test a) is around 4 s. Therefore, the join process execution
time only increases of 27 s.

7. Related work

Trust negotiation for web-based applications has been recognized
as an interesting and challenging research area to explore, and has
been extensively investigated in recent years. As a result, a variety of
techniques and prototypes have been developed [14,19,22–24].

Whilemuchwork has been conducted into the foundations of trust
negotiation such languages (e.g.,[16,24,25]) protocols and strategies
for conducting trust negotiations (e.g., [16,19,21]), and privacy issues
in negotiations (e.g., [13,14,22,23]) only a few research groups have
investigated the applications of trust negotiation within the Web
services domain.
Fig. 9. Join execution times.
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Concerning system architectures for trust negotiation, Hess et al. [4]
proposed a trust negotiation in TLS (TNT) handshake protocol by adding
trust negotiation features.Winslett et al. [24] proposed the TrustBuilder
architecture for trust negotiation systems. The TrustBuilder architecture
includes a credential verification module, a policy compliance checker,
and a negotiation strategy module, which is the core of the system.
The same group of researchers has more recently released Traust [8],
which leverages the former TrustBuilder and acts as an agent between a
browser and a portal acting as a service provider offering the trust
negotiation service. Such prototypes, although interesting, cannot easily
be integrated into the VO toolkit, due to their architectural design and
the type of strategies supported. For example, Traust is supported as a
proxy between a web-based browser and an agent. The VO toolkit does
not interface with a web portal, therefore major architectural changes
are required to integrate Traust into VOs. Additionally, TrustBuilder is a
powerful system which level of sophistication and complexity goes
beyond the needs of a VO. In [6], Koshutanski and Massacci describe a
trust negotiation frameworkdesigned forWeb services. This framework
facilitates the composition of access policies across the constituent
pieces of aworkflow, thediscovery of credentials needed to satisfy these
policies, the management of the distributed access control process, and
the logic to determine what missing credentials must be located and
provided to satisfy a given policy. This work operates at the business
process level bydeterminingand satisfying the composite access control
policy for a workflow prior to its execution. Furthermore, policies are
represented using a datalog-based language. Therefore, even for this
framework, integration would require major architectural modifica-
tions both at language and at the system level, resulting in a
cumbersome integration process. Recently, an interesting contribution
toward standardized trust negotiation systems, has been proposed by
Lee and Winslett [7].

The authors showed that WS-Policy and WS-SecurityPolicy
standards can be used to define a range of expressive trust negotiation
policies. Also, they showed that the WS-Trusts can be extended to act
as a standards-compliant transport mechanism within which trust
negotiation sessions can occur. The authors also provide a proof-of-
concept implementation of the TrustBuilder2 framework, showing
how trust negotiation can be parameterized to act as a trust engine, as
described by the WS-Trust standard. These types of extensions are
desirable, in that the more standardized the TN system is, the easier it
is to interface it with other SOA-based architectures. However, the
TrustBuilder2 prototype is yet to be completed and not available,
hence it is not possible to estimate the level of effort required for
integration purposes with VO Management tools.
8. Conclusions

Virtual Organization represents a new collaboration paradigm in
which the participating entities pool resources in order to achieve a
common goal. Choosing the appropriate VO partners is a crucial
aspect for the VO success. Ensuring trustworthiness of the members is
fundamental for making the best decisions. In this paper, we have
shown how TN represents an effective means to select the best
possible members during different stages of the VO lifecycle. We
discussed a concrete application scenario, and described the tools to
integrate a well-known TN system, referred to as Trust-X, with a VO
Management toolkit [].

The experimental results show that the integration of Trust-X into
the VO Management toolkit is a price worth to pay because it
elegantly extends the VO phases without significantly affecting the
overall execution time. We plan to further extend this approach along
two directions. A first extension is related to enhancing the Trust-X
language to support the specification of policies with group conditions
and requesting credentials that describe VO properties. A second
extension is the support of XACML policies, which would make our
n the formation of Virtual Organizations, Comput. Stand. Interfaces
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integrated toolkit portable and interoperable with a number of other
VO Management tools.
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